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ABSTRACT
A novel approach for highly space-efficient hardware-accelerated collision detection is presented. This paper focuses on the
architecture to traverse bounding volume hierarchies in hardware. It is based on a novel algorithm for testing discretely oriented
polytopes (DOPs) for overlap, utilizing only fixed-point (i.e., integer) arithmetic. We derive a bound on the deviation from the
mathematically correct result and give formal proof that no false negatives are produced.
Simulation results show that real-time collision detection of complex objects at rates required by force-feedback and physicallybased simulations can be obtained. In addition, synthesis results prove the architecture to be highly space efficient. We compare
our FPGA-optimized design with a fully parallelized ASIC-targeted architecture and a software implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

objects with higher polygon counts, and b) the system’s
CPU can be freed from computing collisions.
In this paper, we present a novel, efficient architecture for hierarchical collision detection of two rigid objects. It is based on a novel algorithm for testing a
pair of bounding volumes for overlap, which can even
be implemented on fixed-point arithmetic. We derive
a tight bound on the deviation between overlap testing
on fixed-point vs. floating-point arithmetic; this ensures
that no false negatives are obtained while producing
very few false positives.
We also present an implementation on FPGA hardware along with simulation results concerning its speed
and synthesis results concerning its size. Finally, we
compare these results with an earlier, parallelized ASICtargeted architecture, and with a software implementation.

Detecting collisions between a pair of graphical objects
is a fundamental task in many areas such as physicallybased simulation, automatic path finding, or tolerance
checking. Applications are in games, animation systems, and virtual reality, e.g., virtual assembly simulation, or medical training and planning systems.
In most of the applications in these areas, the goal
is to avoid collisions, or to enable real-time physicallybased simulation. Most approaches today are reactive,
i.e., they first place objects at a new trial position, check
for collisions, and then compute new forces or positions, based on physical laws, so as to remove any collisions.
This approach demands very efficient collision detection, because it must perform many collision checks
per simulation cycle. An emerging application area
is the mobile devices market (smart phones, portable
games devices). Here, the challenges, besides speed,
are size and energy consumption. Another particularly
demanding application is force-feedback, where updates of about 1000Hz must be done in order to achieve
stable force computations.
Since collision detection is such a fundamental yet
challenging task, it is highly desirable to have hardware
acceleration available just like 3D graphics accelerators. The benefit is two-fold: a) the system can process
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RELATED WORK

Considerable work has been done on hierarchical collision detection in software [3, 4, 8, 14, 15]. Some of
the bounding volumes (BVs) utilized are spheres, axisaligned bounding boxes (AABB), oriented bounding
boxes (OBB), and discretely oriented polytopes (DOP).
The first work on dedicated hardware for collision detection was presented in [16, 17]. However, they presented only a functional simulation, while we present
a RT level implementation along with synthesis results.
[12] presented a design that was targeted on ASICs, and
was optimized for speed only, and, thus, utilize a total of over 4 million gates and a 756 bits wide bus to
a DDR2-RAM. Recently, a commerical hardware was
announced that supposedly can do collision detection,
among other things [1]. However, no details have been
published, in particular, no performance results.
Most other hardware-related research has tried to utilize existing graphics accelerator boards (GPU) [2, 5,

6, 10, 11]. While earlier approaches, such as [11], can
basically handle only convex objects, later algorithms,
such as [2, 10], have extended these to more general
cases such as unions of convex objects or closed objects. The general class of “polygon soups” can be handled by [5], but they use a hybrid approach where the
graphics hardware only identifies potentially colliding
sets.
All of the approaches using graphics hardware have
the disadvantage that they either compete with the rendering process for the same hardware resource, or an
additional graphics board must be spent for collision
detection. The former slows down the overall frame
rate considerably, while the latter would be a tremendous waste, since most of the resources of the hardware
would not be utilized at all. Furthermore, most of these
approaches work in image space, which reduces precision significantly.

3
3.1

An individual k-DOP is defined by k distances di , one
along each vector Di , thus defining a half-space. These
DOP coefficients (d1 , . . . , dk ) are the distances of the
associated halfspaces to the origin.1 The k/2 pairs of
DOP coefficients (di , di+k/2 ) form a so-called slab [15].
The intersection of these slabs forms the BV:
DOP =

Hi ,

Hi : Di x − di ≤ 0

(1)

i=1,...,k

The orientation matrix D, consisting of all the vectors
Di , is fixed and equal for all objects. This yields very
memory-efficient description for every k-DOP: only the
k coefficients di need to be stored.

3.2

Separating Axis Test (SAT)

In this paper we use the so called Separating Axis Test
(SAT) introduced by [4, 14].
[4] have shown that two convex polytopes are disjoint if and only if there exists a separating axis orthogonal to a face of either polytope or orthogonal to an
edge from each polytope (Separating Axis Theorem).
If only a subset of these axes are tested, false positives might occur, i.e., the polytopes are disjoint while
the (incomplete) test yields an intersection. The complete SAT is always correct.
To perform the test, both polytopes must be projected
onto each of the candidate separating axes. For each
axis, a pair of intervals on that axis results. If one of
these pairs is disjoint, then the polytopes must be disjoint (see Fig. 1).

BASICS
Hierarchical Collision Detection with
k-DOPs

In this section, we give a short outline of the algorithm
of hierarchical collision detection in conjunction with
a special kind of bounding volumes, the k-DOP. Additionally, we will quickly recap the separating axis theorem and one of its application, the Separating Axis Test
(SAT).
In this paper hierarchical collision detection is utilized to avoid checking every triangle of an object O
for intersection with all triangles of object Q. The acceleration data structure is a so-called bounding volume
hierarchy (BVH), where each leave corresponds to one
triangle and inner nodes correspond to groups of triangles. Each node has a bounding volume (BV) attached
that bounds all triangles associated with it. In order to
achieve a feasible hardware design, we use a binary tree
here.
If two objects are checked for overlap, both hierarchies are traversed simultaneously. If their BVs intersect, the next level of BVs is checked. Since two objects will usually intersect only in a very small number of primitives, this yields a significant speed-up in
the average case. In practical cases, the complexity is
in O(log n) (n = number of primitives) because only a
small diagonal “slice” of constant width down the BVH
needs to be visited [9].
In this work, we use k-DOPs as BVs because they
were proven to yield very fast collision queries by extensive benchmarking in software [15], and performed
very well in our hardware studies [12], too.
k-DOPs are defined over a fixed
 orientation matrix
D = D1 , . . . , Dk/2 , Dk/2+1 , . . . , Dk of vectors in R3 .
Each vector Di is antiparallel to Di+k/2 .

\
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EFFICIENT SAT FOR K-DOPS

In this section, we will derive an efficient Separating
Axis Test for k-DOPs. Additionally, we will show how
the resulting overlap test can be done in fixed-point
arithmetic such that no false negatives occur. Finally,
we will derive a bound on the deviation of the projection of the fixed-point DOP with respect to the mathematically correct image.

4.1

Precomputation

Since with DOPs the set of vectors {D1 , . . . , Dk } is
fixed, we can exploit that all possible face orientations
of the DOPs within a DOP-tree are the same.
Assume object O is placed relatively to object Q by
rotation M and translation T. Let DT(O) and DT(Q)
denote the DOP-trees of these objects. As described in
Section 3.1, let (A1 , . . . , Ak ) be the orientations of the
DOPs’ faces shared by all DOPs in DT(O) after applying rotation M. Analogously, let (a1 , . . . , ak ) denote the
DOP coefficients for DOPs in DT(O), let (B1 , . . . , Bk )
denote the vectors shared by all DOPs in DT(Q), and let
(b1 , . . . , bk ) denote the corresponding DOP coefficients.
1

2

Note that the origin is not necessarily the center of the DOP nor even
contained in it.
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Figure 1: Two DOPs are projected onto test axis Li .
Since their images do not intersect Li is a separating
axis.

a'min
a'max

Note that everything independent of (a1 , . . . , ak ) and
(b1 , . . . , bk ) is constant throughout the whole DOP-trees.
Hence it can be precalculated at startup to initialize the
algorithm (and, later-on, the hardware). Precomputing
as much as possible significantly reduces the resulting
hardware costs. Since this is done only once per pair of
DOP-trees, it is not time-critical.
First, we can precompute the n test axes Li . All of
the following is done for each Li , so for the sake of
simplicity we omit the index i from now on.
Second, the projection p = L · T is precomputed.
Third, for each L a DOP has two vertices vmin
A and
vmax
whose projections onto L have maximum disA
tance. Each of those vertices is formed by the intersection of three faces of the DOP. The correspondences
( jA,0 , jA,1 , jA,2 ) of the orientations whose faces meet in
vmin
A are calculated.
Fourth, and most importantly, in the actual projection

Figure 2: A DOP and its enclosing fixed-point equivalent. Both rounding the DOP to fixed-point numbers
and projecting it with P0 instead of P increases the
DOP’s image. When checked for intersection false
positives can occur.

This is done for bmin and bmax analogously.
The condition for separation is straight-forward now.
Let
(4)

diff := max(diff1 , diff2 )

(5)

(diff > 0) ⇒ separation.
A jA,1

A jA,2

we can precompute the last dot product
−1
PA := A jA,0 A jA,1 A jA,2
·L

−1

4.3
(2)

Intersection Testing

Using these precomputations, we can project onto the
test axes very efficiently:

amin = a jA,0 a jA,1 a jA,2 · PA
(3)

amax = a jA,0 +k/2 a jA,1 +k/2 a jA,2 +k/2 · (−PA )

(6)

Eqs. (3)–(6) show the computations that need to be done
for each DOP test (and hence cannot be precomputed).

·L

PB can be precomputed analogously. The mapping
vectors for vmax
and vmax
are −PA and −PB respecB
A
tively. This exploits that k/2 pairs of DOP orientations
are anti-parallel. Note that this is an estimate to the
correct solution, since not all possible combinations of
DOP-coefficients share all maximum vertices. But it is
impossible for any vertex made-up of the intersection
of three faces to be inside the DOP, hence only false
positives can result.

4.2

diff1 := (amin + p) − bmax
diff2 := bmin − (amax + p)

then the intervals [amin , amax ] and [bmin , bmax ] are disjoint if and only if diff > 0. And from the Separating
Axis Theorem we know that

amin = vmin
A ·L

= a jA,0 a jA,1 a jA,2 · A jA,0
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Fixed-Point Arithmetic

In hardware floating-point arithmetic is very expensive
with respect to circuit size and depth. Unfortunately,
simply rounding DOP coefficients to fixed-point numbers would result in false negatives, because the intervals on the test axes could become smaller than the projection of the enclosed object. These false negatives are
inacceptable, because we might miss collisions. Naïve
rounding of the mapping vectors PA and PB would lead
to even more false negatives since distance of the images could be overestimated. Hence we need to round
in a manner such that each fixed-point DOP image contains the according floating-point image (see Fig. 2).
First, we need to handle the smaller scale of fixedpoint numbers by dividing all DOP coefficients of all
DOPs by the largest absolute value of the DOP coefficients in the scenario. This way, 16 bit accuracy still
allows for having DOPs the size of a skyscraper and of

4.4

a 6mm screw. 36 bit even allow for DOPs the size of
the sun and of a screw.
Let rounding of the DOP coefficients to b bits after
the point towards +∞ be denoted by a0i = dai e. Clearly,
the rounded (i.e., fixed-point) DOP contains the original
one. Then, εi = a0i − ai is the resulting rounding error,
with 0 ≤ εi < 2−b .
By ensuring that the dihedral angle between all pairs
of neighboring faces of a DOP is larger than π/2, all
PA,i are in the interval [−1, 0] [7].2
Rounding PA,i towards −∞ to c bit accuracy results
in a rounding error 0 ≤ ηi = PA,i − P0A,i < 2−c .
By simply truncating PA,i , the resulting image would
become too small in case of negative DOP coefficients,
whereas always rounding up would create the same
problem with positive coefficients. Fortunately, we can
solve this during calculation simply by adding 2−c to
bPA,i c before multiplication with negative DOP coefficients.
Let a0 := (a0jA,0 , a0jA,1 , a0jA,2 ) and a0k := (a0jA,0 +k/2 ,
0
a jA,1 +k/2 , a0jA,2 +k/2 ). Let sn(x) be the sum of all xi < 0.
Then, correct rounding of the images amounts to:
a0min = P0A · a0 + 2−c sn(a0 )
a0max = −(P0A · a0k + 2−c sn(a0k ))

In this section we will derive a bound on the deviation
of the fixed-point image from the mathematically correct image. Let err denote this deviation (called fixedpoint error in the following)
err := diff − diff0

diff02
0
diff

= b0min − (a0max + (p0 + 2−z ))
= max(diff01 , diff02 )

err1 := diff1 − diff01
err2 := diff2 − diff02

(12)

min(err1 , err2 ) ≤ err ≤ max(err1 , err2 )

(13)

Inserting Eqs. (3)–(5) and (7)–(9) into Eq. (12) yields
err1 =(PA · a − P0A · a0 ) − 2−c · sn(a0 )
+ (PB · bk − P0B · b0k ) − 2−c · sn(b0k )
+ (p − p0 )

(7)

PA · a − P0A · a0
=(PA − P0A ) · a0 + PA · (a − a0 )
2

=∑

(PA,i − P0A,i ) · a0jA,i

i=0
2

=

2

+∑

(PA,i − P0A,i ) · a0jA,i +

∑

2

∑

(PA,i − P0A,i ) · a0jA,i

i=0
a0j <0

A,i

(8)

(15)

PA,i · (a jA,i − a0jA,i )

i=0

i=0
a0j ≥0

A,i

2

+ ∑ PA,i · (a jA,i − a0jA,i )

(9)

i=0

The cross sum of any mapping vector can be interpreted as the image of a vertex of the maximum DOP
(all di = 1). Assume rmax to be the greatest distance
and rmin = 1 to be the smallest distance of a vertex of
the maximum DOP to the origin. Then −rmax is a lower
bound and −rmin is an upper bound for the cross sum of
any mapping vector P.
Let sp(x) be the sum of all xi ≥ 0 analogously to
sn(x), the sum of all xi < 0.
With the known boundaries

(10)

Simulations done early in the design process showed
that fixed-point accuracy influences calculation time
(Fig. 3). Below 18 bits accuracy, an increasing number of false positives occurs compared to the floatingpoint implementation and decreases calculation speed.
Above 18 bits, a second memory burst is needed to
fetch DOP coefficients from DDR-RAM.

-1 ≤ a0i ≤ 1
-1 ≤ PA,i ≤ 0

-2-b ≤ ai -a0i
≤0
0
0 ≤ PA,i -PA,i ≤ 2-c
0 ≤ p-p0

2

This is no hard restriction since every well-constructed DOP should
not have acute angles to improve tightness of fit (even for oblong
objects in random orientation).

(14)

and err2 can be calculated analogously.
To calculate bounds on err1 and err2 we need to
bound the errors caused by products of mapping vectors and DOP coefficients. Since this is all very similar,
we show how it is done, for example, for PA · a − P0A · a0 .

Now the condition for separation can be given analogously to Eq. 6:
((diff01 > 0) or (diff02 > 0)) ⇒ separation.

(11)

Since diff is defined as max(diff1 , diff2 ) (and diff0
analogously) we know that

Finally, when computing diff1 , we can simply truncate p to z bits (p0 = bpc). This can create only false
positives, because a smaller p0 only decreases the apparent distance between the two DOP images. For diff2
we need to round p up to dpe, which, again, can be done
efficiently by adding 2−z to bpc.
Overall, calculating the distances of the fixed-point
DOP images amounts to
diff01 = (a0min + p0 ) − b0max

Bound on Fixed-Point Deviation

4

≤ 2-z

we can bound all summands of Eq. (15):
2

0

0 · sp(a ) ≤

∑

(PA,i − P0A,i ) · a0jA,i

≤2

30
−c

0

25

· sp(a )

i=0
a0j ≥0
2

∑

time (msec)

A,i

2−c · sn(a0 ) ≤

(PA,i − P0A,i ) · a0jA,i ≤ 0 · sn(a0 )

i=0
a0j <0
A,i

2

−rmin · 0 ≤ ∑ PA,i · (a jA,i − a0jA,i )
i=0

2-c · sn(a0 ) ≤ PA · a − P0A · a0 ≤ 2-c · sp(a0 ) + rmax · 2-b
(16)

(17)

and
+2−c · sn(b0k ) − 2−c sn(b0k ) + 0 = 0

(18)

Calculating bounds on err2 can be done analogously
and results in
err2 ≤2−c · sp(b0 ) + rmax · 2−b − 2−c sn(b0 )
−c

+2

(19)

· sp(a0k ) + rmax · 2−b − 2−c sn(a0k ) − 0 + 2−z

and
err2 ≥2−c · sn(b0 ) − 2−c sn(b0 )
+2−c · sn(a0k ) − 2−c sn(a0k ) − 2−z + 2−z = 0

(20)

Since we ensured that the dihedral angles between all
pairs
√of neighboring faces exceed π/2, rmax is bounded
by 3 [7]. Combining this with Eqs. (17)–(20) and
inserting the result in Eq. (14) yields the overall result
√
(21)
0 ≤ err ≤ 3 · 2−b+1 + 6 · 2−c + 2−z
This gives a bound on the deviation of the image size
of a fixed-point DOP with respect to the exact image.
Additionally, it formally proves that no false negatives
can occur.

5
5.1

5.2

12

16

20
24
28
32
36
fixed point precision (bits)

40

Overall Design

The overall architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The calculation is initialized by the host system by sending
(P0A , P0B , p0 , jA , jB ) and the addresses of the DOP-trees
to the hardware. A controller keeps track of DOP overlap tests that must still be executed and requests the
needed DOP coefficients and triangle data. The module "GetData" reads them from memory concurrently
to the current calculation. As soon as the parameters
are loaded and the last calculation is finished, it feeds
them into the pipeline (or the triangle-unit respectively).
The pipeline receives not only the DOP coefficients but
(from the controller) the data for the next axis test.

THE ARCHITECTURE
The Pipeline

Combining Eqs. (7)–(10) results in the overlap condition
P0A · a0 + 2-c sn(a0 ) + P0B · b0k + 2-c sn(b0k ) + p0 > 0
(22)
or
0
-c
0
0
0
-c
0
0
-z
0
PB · b + 2 sn(b ) + PA · ak + 2 sn(ak )-(p + 2 ) > 0
⇒ separation
Eq. (22) is divided into seven stages to enable pipelining.

8

Selection. Stage one selects the 12 out of k DOP coefficients defining the outer (maximal) vertices for a given
candidate separating axis based on the correspondences
( jA , jB ).3 Correspondences jA and jB contain the indices
of 6 of them. The indices of the 6 remaining ones can be
derived by simply increasing these indices each by k/2.
Since we assume wrap around indexing here, this does
not need any combinational hardware, but can be done
by simply feeding the coefficients into the multiplexers
in modified order.
Scalar Products and Fixed-Point Correction. Stages
two to five implement the calculation of the scalar products and the fixed-point correction term. So, DOP
coefficients have to be multiplied by P0 -vector entries
and summed up by an adder tree. Additionally, p0
(−(p0 + 2−z ) in case of diff02 ) is added. Concurrently,
negative DOP coefficients are selected and accumulated. Stage six adds the results of both summations.
Multiplying by 2−c is done implicitly by shifting.
Result. Testing max(diff01 , diff02 ) > 0 is done by negating the conjunction of the sign bits.

· sp(b0k ) + rmax · 2−b − 2−c sn(b0k ) + 2−z

err1 ≥2−c · sn(a0 ) − 2−c sn(a0 )

10

Figure 3: Speed of fixed-point arithmetic for different
bit widths. Beyond 18 bits a second, and beyond 40
bits a third memory burst is needed.

Inserting Eq. (16) into Eq. (14) yields

+2

15

0

Along with Eq. (15) this amounts to

−c

20

5

≤ −rmax · (−2−b )

err1 ≤2−c · sp(a0 ) + rmax · 2−b − 2−c sn(a0 )

32bit float
fixed point

3

5

There are 2 k-DOPs, 2 maximal vertices per DOP, and 3 coefficients
defining each vertex (see Section 4.1).
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Figure 5: The more axes are tested for intersection the
less probable it is for other axes to be separating.

Figure 4: The complete intersection test hardware.

30

For each DOP pair, n axes are tested. A shift register ("PipeData") holds additional bookkeeping information. For every pipeline stage it contains the indices of
the processed DOPs and whether the contained calculation is the last axis test to be executed for the current
DOP pair. If this last axis test leaves the pipeline and
none of the test axes is a separating axis the controller
schedules the child DOPs to be tested. If a separating
axis is found, the remaining calculations belonging to
the same DOP-pair are obsolete. No new axis tests are
initiated and the results of the calculations that are still
in the pipeline will be ignored; no new DOP tests are
scheduled.
[13] showed that scheduling DOP tests in a stack is
far superior to queue control with regards to memory
usage. So, as soon as the stack, pipeline, and the GetData module are empty, and no intersecting triangles
were found, the objects do not intersect and this is reported to the host application. On the other hand, every
intersecting pair of triangles is reported to the host immediately.
To check triangles for intersection we utilize the same
algorithm that was already proposed in [16] and implemented in VHDL in [13]. It transforms both triangles
so that one of them becomes the “unit” triangle. That
way, the checks to be performed on the other triangle
become very simple and standardized.

5.3

time (msec)

25

15
10
5
0

0

4

8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60
number of test axes (n)

Figure 6: For fixed k = 24, our design performs best
using n = 24 on the target architecture.

we determined which n ≤ N gives the best trade-off between axis-testing and parameter-loading. As Fig. 6 indicates, n = 24 yields the optimum performance for 24DOPs and the given memory architecture. 24 axis-tests
suffice to test all candidate separating axes generated
from the 12 face-orientations of each DOP. Although
this exceeds the time to load a complete set of DOPcoefficients (only 20 clock-cycles) by 4 cycles, testing
24 axes seems to reduce the number of false positives
enough to yield a performance gain.
Still, there is no reason to stop testing axes if the next
DOP-pair is not completely loaded yet. This can happen, for instance, if the memory subsystem is occupied
by triangle data. As shown in Fig. 7 continued axes
testing until the next set of DOP-coefficients is fetched
from memory speeds-up calculation.

Control

As mentioned in Section 3.2, it is not necessary to test
all axes Li whether they are separating axes. Even
more, [14] has shown that it is not efficient to test all
axes for OBBs since the probability of the BV to be disjoint decreases rapidly with every non-separating test
axis found so far. Fig. 5 shows that this applies for
DOPs, too.
On the other hand, we want to eliminate disjoint
branches of the DOP trees as early as possible to reduce expensive loading of DOP coefficients. Therefore,

20
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RESULTS

The target architecture is a Xilinx Virtex II (XC 2V6000,
speed grade -4) on an Alpha Data ADM-XRC-II board
with 256 MB DDR-RAM at 100MHz connected via a
64 bit wide bus. The FPGA features 144 18-bit multipliers and 6 million gate equivalents. CoCentric from
6

50

FPGA-accelerated (n = 24)
FPGA-accelerated (n >= 24)

time (msec)

time (msec)

40
30
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Figure 7: Testing further axes until next DOP-pair is
loaded yields a speed-up.

Synthesis Results

Benchmarking

All results presented here were obtained with two identical objects (a car headlight) with 5947 triangles [13].
They are placed at different distances from each other
and with different rotations. For each constellation, the
time to detect all intersecting triangles is determined.
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of our new architecture
with a state-of-the-art software intersection test running
on a 1 GHz Pentium III with 512 MByte main memory. Memory bandwidth and speed are identical on both
systems and hence allow for a direct performance comparison. The presented acceleration hardware yields a
speed up of about factor 4.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a novel algorithm for hierarchical collision detection of pairs of virtual objects. We
have also presented a highly space-efficient, FPGAoptimized architecture implementing this algorithm on
an FPGA using fixed-point arithmetic. The fixed-point
calculations do not produce any false negatives, and we
have given bounds on the deviations from floating-point
arithmetic.

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
distance

Simulation results for collision queries using this architecture proved that a speed-up of 4 compared to
state-of-the-art software intersection tests on a standard
CPU can be obtained. Taking earlier ASIC-targeted results into account [13], we conclude that an ASIC implementation of our novel algorithm and architecture
will perform by one or two orders of magnitude faster
than a software implementation and even the FPGAimplementation. Synthesis results proved the design to
be highly space-efficient.
In addition, our novel DOP overlap test algorithm
lends itself well to parallelization. Only a slight modification of the controller is necessary to use multiple
pipelines to test multiple candidate separating axes in
parallel. In conjunction with its low area consumption,
this allows for an easy implementation of a highly parallelized architecture with an expected speed-up linear
to the number of pipelines.
Here, memory bandwidth becomes the limiting factor
for speed of collision queries. Possible solutions could
be compression of DOP coefficients and the introduction of a cache.
Another important topic is fixed-point accuracy. Here,
a lot of different ways to get smaller projections are
conceivable.
Collision detection of deformable objects is another
important issue. It remains an open problem, which algorithms and data structures are best suited for hardware implementation. Furthermore, we will evaluate different kinds of primitives like quadrangles and
NURBS.

Although 19-bit accuracy performs best on our test data
with respect to calculation time (Fig. 3), we decided
to implement the pipeline for 35 bits fixed-point 24DOPs to tolerate bigger differences in DOP size (see
Section 4.3). Since the target architecture features 18bit multipliers only, this results in two extra pipeline
stages to implement 35-bit pipelined multipliers.
Overall, the pipeline utilizes a total of 7278 out of
33792 slices (21% = 1, 260, 000 million gate equivalents). Maximum clock frequency is 111.117MHz.

6.2

software
FPGA-accelerated

Figure 8: The presented architecture is approximately
4 times faster than a state-of-the-art software intersection test.

Synopsys was used to compile SystemC RTL to VHDL
code. Synthesis, Place, Route and Mapping were done
with Xilinx ISE 6.3.
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